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Should scientists be stopped from conducting investigations whose findings
““WR want t°fknow ^ut? Psychologist Philippe Rushton. a University 
of Western Ontario professor, has come under intense fire recently for his theory 
that intelligence and behavior are linked to race, and the criticism has not just come 
from the scientific community either. Ethnic groups, the university’s student

ev!u l!ie.pre™ier of °ntario got in on condemning the researcher. 
Criticism from the Scientific community came from well known geniticist David 
Suzuki, amongst others, who called Rushton's study "dangerous and 
scientific venture .

No one is going to argue that criticism of another's theory on scientific grounds 
is always valid. The most difficult and telling test of anyone’s ideas is having them 
challenged by a peer who is equally familiar with the subject matter. But Rushton 
18 ,^ir>g something else as well: his conclusions are not popular because they 
could lend themselves well to racist arguments (i.e. biased hiring policies, 
admission to schools, etc...). Obviously not conclusions that would be helpful to 
the current state of affairs in places like South Africa, of even in North America. It 
is quite hard to envisage any good coming from Rushton's conclusions directly 
Not surprisingly many ethnic groups are enraged. So here lies the question, should 
studies whose conclusions may offend society be suppressed? Should the 
government mterfere in what universities investigate?

The findings of scientific researchers aren't always going to be popular with 
society nor have they been in the past. Galileo and Copernicus were condemned by 
the church because their findings conflicted with church beliefs, and with most of 
society s at the time. But they were right in the end. Whether or not Rushton 
comes °ut nght or wrong remains to be seen (media gives out so little of the 
substance behind his conclusions that it is difficult to consider), but I do not think 
that it is society s place to condemn a scientist for coming to conclusions that we do 
not iike to hear. But one can be certain that any contoversial theory like Rushton’s

«1% wodtth iit™e;,by other scien,is,s'and w* di^°-d
With the incredible advances in science that we are currently experiencing 

especially in the area of genetics and gene functions, we are likely going to be 
presented with many findings in the relatively near future that challenge our beliefs 
on how and why we think and behave the way we do. Many of these ideas will 
likely be unpleasant to some, but so is the concept of censoring these ideas in the 
tirst place. Society should not attempt to restrict the areas of knowledge that 
scientists are investigating, but instead strive to control the application of such 
nowledge. The situation with regards to genetic engineering applications on 

humans is a case in point; gene therapy is only done on humans when the changes 
cannot be passed on to offspring. 6

The most important thing is to not forget our humanity when putting the 
knowledge we gain to use. The knowledge of the results of the Nazi policies on 

ugenics, the breeding of a superior race, and their horrible consequences should 
serve to remind us not to lose sight of what we are doing with our scientific 
knowledge, regardless of what we may learn.
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